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The “Lean, Clean” Look in Console TV, too!The Bulletin has been doing business in this

field so long that it has becor:2 a tradition. To

farmers, laborers, citizens and allied industries

The Bulletin has become part of their way of life.
It is the only medium that enables you to reach
all of your prospects in one operation.
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The Bel Air Impala Sport Coupe

~one of two new super sport models’

\

   
There's never been an engine-drive com-

bination like this one!

Chevrolet's Turbo-Thrust V8* introduces

a radical newslant on engine efficiency with
the combustion chambers located in the
block rather than in the head. Turboglide™
—the other half of"tife tcam—is the only
irinle-turbine automatic

field. It takes you from a standstill through
cruising in a single sweep of motion. Har-
ness these triple turbir:s to a 250-h.p.
Turbo-Thrust V8—or the 280-h.p. Super
Turbo-Thrust*—and you step out instantly
in anyespeed range. Nothing else on the road
goes into ‘action so quickly, so smoothly.
Your Chevrolet dealer has the combination!

*Optional at extra cost.
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Only franchised Chevrolet dealers display this famous trademark

 

PcheviioLer4 See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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Make the lady in your Christmas TWICE as

happy, give her TWICE as many extra hours of leisure...

with a 2-in-1 gift of major appliances. Choose just the right

twosome to tell her TWICE OVER how much

7 you love her...and make her Christmas DOUBLY memorable!

FRIGIDAIRE FRIGIDAIRE

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER & RANGE

|

MATCHED WASHER & DRYER
Ref. #5124 Range *RS-38 Washer # WD58 Dryer #DD58

BOTH FOR SABO BOTH FOR 3475

M. SS. SENSENIG
FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES

MOUNTAST MAIN 87%. “Warren Rutt, Mar ADY, PA.
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